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FINODEX 1st open call

To Krunoslav

Hrnjak

Dear FINODEX sub-grantee,
Your FINODEX-call1-phase 2 documentation has been declared
according to the rules and conditions of FINODEX first open call for proposals.
The following considerations apply:

eligible

Funds from phase 2 (€10,000) will be paid in the following days. You will be called for an audio meeting to
be introduced into Phase 3.

Following the rules and conditions, the evaluation results of your proposal have been as follows:
1. Technical

Score (0,00-5,00). Threshold (3)

3,43

Proponents are very familiar with map technology and they explain the desired functionality in detail. However, it seems clear they have not been
able to implement it using FIWARE modules. This is due to technical problems perhaps not attributable to the project, but they have not explained the
use of FIWARE in their new proposed architecture. Use of enablers have been increased as suggested in the review. Regarding use of Open data , they
describe the open-OGC formats in good detail, but they do not describe the concrete map info. Interesting project but with several limitations.

2. Impact

Score (0,00-5,00). Threshold (3)

4,13

The business model canvas explanation is fair even if it should better explain the novelty of the project at least on the market side. Competition
analysis is not developed enough as well as customer relationship, especially for public administration (their willingness to pay is real?). The
description of key activities lacks of a clear plan to engage geo-open source community. Cost structure is clear and revenues stream is promising. The
results of interviews are valuable for the project.

TOTAL Score (0,00-10,00). Threshold (7)
Status
Proposal over minimum score (5,00)

7,56
Selected for Phase 3
Yes

Miguel García
FINODEX Project Coordinator

